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Introduction 

Agatha Christie (1890 - 1976) was known as the “Queen of Crime” and wrote about 70 

detective novels, which have sold around 2 billion copies worldwide. Books of hers 

have been translated into at least 103 languages, including Hebrew. 

In 1939 she wrote the book “Ten Little Niggers” and 100 million copies of this 

book have been sold. For reasons of Political Correctness, the title of this book was 

later changed to “Ten Little Indians” and then “Ten Little Soldier Boys” and finally 

“And Then There Were None”. However, there were some publishers who retained the 

original title until at least the 1980s. The quotes in this paper are from the original 

version of this book. 

The plot centres round ten people who are invited for different reasons to a 

deserted island in Devon in the South of England by a mysterious “Mr. Owen”. They 

all arrive and soon after the end of their first meal, they suddenly without warning hear 

a voice accusing each of them of committing a murder in the past.  They are all accused 

of being murderers who for various reasons cannot be brought to justice. During the 

following days one by one of these ten people die in various ways.1 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse these alleged murders according to 

Jewish Law (Halachah). When reading these analyses, one has to bear in mind the 

following: 

Although similar arguments could be used to analyse the different murders, a 

unique analysis has been used for each case. It cannot be excluded that in some cases 

one could also give an alternative analysis. In order to keep the accounts to a reasonable 

length, exhaustive analyses are not given. 

Since this paper is an analysis of a book by Agatha Christie, it is most likely 

that some of its readers will not have a knowledge of Hebrew. Words which are in 

Hebrew are written in italics. Some of the words are translated immediately after the 

Hebrew words, whilst others are to be found in a glossary at the end of this paper. (This 

does not include the source notes at the bottom of each page, since one who does not 

understand Hebrew, will not be able to understand most of the source material.) 

 

“Edward George Armstrong, that you did upon the 14th day of March, 1925, 

cause the death of Louisa Mary Clees.”2  

Dr. Armstrong is accused of killing a woman whilst performing a simple operation on 

her. When he is asked about it by the other invitees to this island, he answers “They 

come too late … then when the patient dies, they always consider it’s the surgeon’s 

fault.” However, at the same time he thinks to himself “Drunk – that’s what it was – 

 
1 Agatha Christie, Ten Little Niggers, (Penguin Books: Harmondsworth, Middlesex, UK, 1959), 
   [henceforth: AC], passim. This is the original text. 
2 AC p.35 
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drunk. And I operated … hands shaking. I killed her all right. Poor devil – elderly 

woman – simple job if I’d been sober.”3  

Jewish Law: Under Jewish Law there are several degrees of drunkenness which can 

on some occasions cause a prohibition on the recitation of prayers whilst in such a 

state.4 Kohanim are also forbidden to duchan after drinking a certain amount of wine.5 

For that reason, there is no duchaning at minchah, except under certain conditions on a 

fast day.6  

What does Jewish Law say about a person who is drunk being criminally 

responsible for his actions? The answer is to be found in a Tosefta in the Talmudic 

tractate Teruma where we can learn that self-induced intoxication as such is not 

regarded as duress sufficient to exempt one from criminal responsibility for acts 

committed whilst drunk.7 There is a concept in Jewish Law known as karov lemazid 

(culpable homicide) which occurs as the result of actual negligence on the part of the 

perpetrator. For that even exile to a “city of refuge” is not sufficient punishment.8  

There is a chapter in the Shulchan Aruch, on the religious laws appertaining to 

a medical doctor. For a doctor to practice, the Shulchan Aruch brings two conditions. 

The first is that he only can act if there is no-one more skilled than he; this condition is 

also fulfilled if he consults with a person more skilled than he before acting. The second 

condition is that he has to have permission from the Beit Din to practice medicine; today 

this condition is fulfilled by having a government license to practice medicine. Should 

a doctor fulfilling these two conditions make an accidental mistake in his work, and as 

a result the patient is injured or even dies, he would be exempt from punishment, 

otherwise doctors would not want to practice medicine. If on the other hand he is 

careless or does not pay attention in his work and the patient dies on that very day, he 

would be sent into “exile” (to a “city of refuge”); since today there are no such cities, 

he has to do complete repentance for his act.9  

Summing up: Dr. Armstrong’s. performing an operation whilst drunk, would in Jewish 

law, come under the category of gross carelessness. This would be classed as culpable 

homicide and he would receive the most severe punishment, which at the time, could 

be awarded in Jewish law.  

 

 
3 AC p.51 
4 Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim [henceforth SA OC], chap.99 
5 SA OC chap.128 para.38 
6 SA OC chap.129 para.1   
7 Tosefta, masechet Terumot chap.3, para.1 
8 Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon (Rambam), Mishne Torah, [henceforth: Rambam] sefer Nezikin,  hilchot   
  rotzeach v’shmirat nefesh [henceforth:  rotzeach], chap.6 halachah 4;  “city of refuge” - see Bible,    
  Numbers chapter 35  
9 Shulchan Aruch Yoreh De’ah [henceforth: SA YD] chap 336 para.1; Aruch Hashulchan Yoreh De’ah 
   chap. 336 para.2;   Responsibility of a doctor who makes a mistake, chap. 55, (paper in Hebrew  
   brought out by Machon Hatorah v’Haaretz: Kfar Darom Israel, undated), (Internet)  
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“Emily Caroline Brent, that upon the 5th November 1931, you were responsible 

for the death of Beatrice Taylor.”10  

Emily Brent who was very strict in her religious principles had a servant girl named 

Beatrice Taylor living with her. She thought that this servant girl was of good moral 

principles, but she then discovered that this was not the case. This girl became pregnant 

out of wedlock. Emily Brent therefore immediately threw her out of her house, and the 

girl then committed suicide by throwing herself into the river.11  

Jewish Law: Jewish Law considers suicide to be a most serious and reprehensible act, 

and most Rabbinic authorities hold that a person who takes his own life is a murderer 

and is punishable at the hand of Heaven.12  

There are several serious ramifications in Jewish Law for one who does commit 

suicide. These include the close relatives not observing some of the laws of mourning 

for him and burying him in a different part of the Jewish cemetery.13 However, in most 

cases we do not observe these restrictions and consider that the person took his own life 

due to extenuating factors such as a relatively extreme degree of distress, pain, fear, 

etc., and thus it would not be considered as suicide.14  

A question to be asked is whether in Jewish Law, one person’s actions can be 

responsible for another person’s suicide? One of the Masechtot Ketanot is on the subject 

of death and mourning and is called Evel Rabati. It gives two examples where a child 

has done wrong and is punished by his father. The boy is, as a result, terrified of his 

father, runs away and commits suicide and the Rabbis ruled that because of his fear, the 

details of Jewish law applied to a suicide do not apply to him.15 However, Rabbi Asher 

(1250-1327), known as the “Rosh”, is of the opinion that these two cases refer to a child 

who has not yet reached the age of Barmitzvah.16 However, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein 

(1895-1986), disputes this and rules that if he was not yet Barmitzvah the laws of a 

person committing suicide would not under any circumstances apply to him. Therefore, 

the tractate in the Talmud is dealing with a boy over the age of Barmitzvah.17  

By Torah law one is forbidden to encourage a person to commit a sin (and this 

obviously includes suicide)18 since by doing so one transgresses the law of lifnei iver 

(putting a stumbling block in front of the blind). Furthermore, the vast majority of 

 
10 AC p.35 
11 AC pp.77, 185  
12 e.g. Rambam rotzeach chap.2 halachah 2;  Rabbi Yechiel Michal Tukachinski, Gesher Hachaim,    

    part 1, (Jerusalem Israel, 5720 - 1960), chap.25, p.269 
13 e.g. Gesher Hachaim, op. cit., p.270 
14 Aruch Hashulchan, Yoreh Deah chap 345, para.4-5; Gesher Hachaim, op. cit., pp.271 et seq. 
15 masechet Avel Rabati – Semachot, chap 2, halachot 4-6 
16 Rabeinu Asher (Rosh), masechet Moed Katan, chap.3, perek “veailu m’galchin”, para.94   
17 Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, Yoreh Deah part 4, (Jerusalem Israel, 5756-1996), chap 30, 
    part 3 
18 Rabbi Aharon Halevi from Barcelona, Sefer Hachinuch), (Eshkol: Jerusalem Israel), 
    commandment 232   
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Rabbinic authorities rule that one is also required to try to dissuade or prevent a person 

from committing suicide.19  

Summing up: It was obviously due to the cruel conduct of Emily Brent towards her 

servant girl, that led the girl to commit suicide, (as in the case of the two boys stated 

above). Furthermore, when she threw the girl out of her house, Emily Brent did not try 

to dissuade or prevent her from committing suicide, and one might even say that if not 

by words then by actions, encouraged her to kill herself. Hence Emily Brent was at least 

morally responsible for the servant girl’s suicide 

 

“William Henry Blore, that you brought about the death of James Stephen Landor 

on October 10th, 1928.”20  

Blore was a police officer who related to one of the other invitees to the island that in 

return for a payoff from a certain gang he committed perjury leading to the conviction 

of an innocent man called Landor. As a result, Landor got penal servitude for life and 

being a delicate man died in Dartmoor prison a year later.21  

Jewish Law: A person committing perjury transgresses a negative commandment in 

the Torah “Do not testify falsely against your neighbor.”22 There are different 

categories of perjury. If, after two witnesses give evidence, two other witnesses testify 

that at the time of the occurrence, the original witnesses were with them elsewhere and 

thus could not be witnesses to the crime. The original witnesses who gave false 

evidence could, according to the Torah, receive the same punishment as they intended 

the accused to receive. – these are known as eidim zomamim (conspiring witnesses).23 

Another case is where witnesses say that a person committed a murder and afterwards, 

for example, the “murdered” person is found to be alive, the witnesses could then be 

punished by makat mardut (beaten with stripes).24  

As to whether Jewish Law considers the situation where perjury results in 

shortening the life of the person who was perjured, one could bring an analogy, 

(although admittedly open to question), from a responsum by Rabbi Yitzchok 

Zilberstein (born 1934). He ruled that if a parent gives a child an electric bicycle, and 

subsequently, the child has an accident and kills himself (or a third party) with this 

bicycle, the parent is a partner to murder.25 The reason being that the parent has given 

 
19  e.g. Rabbi Menashe Hakatan (Klein), Mishne Halachot, vol.8, (Machon Mishne Halachot Gedolot:  
     New York USA, 5760-2000), mador hateshuvot, chap.56 
20 AC p.35 
21 AC pp. 50, 129, 186 
22 Bible, Exodus chap.20 verse 13; Rabbi Yisrael Meir Hakohen (“Chafetz Chaim”), Sefer  
   Hakatsar  vol.2, (5691 - 1931), negative commandment no. 39 
23 Bible, Deuteronomy chap.19 verses 18-19   
24 Rambam, seder Shoftim, hilchot Eidut, chap.18 halachah 6 
25 e.g. “The Rabbi ruled: a father who buys his child an electric bicycle is a partner in murder” (paper 
    in Hebrew brought out by “Kikar Hashabbat” on 8 Tishri 5777-2016), (internet) 
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the child a life-threatening object, namely an electric bicycle which results in a 

premature death.  

Summing up: If Blore’s perjury had been the type of “conspiring witnesses”, he could 

have been put in penal servitude for the same period as he intended for Landor. Had it 

been a different sort of perjury, he could have been “beaten with stripes”. Can one say 

that in Jewish Law, Blore’s perjury was responsible for the death of Landor, since as a 

direct result of this perjury, Landor was given the punishment of penal servitude for 

life, which because he was a delicate man, was life threatening? Since Landor, as a 

result of this punishment, died just a year later, one might argue that this could thus be 

compared with the child having a fatal accident on his electric bicycle, an on this basis, 

it would make Blore a “partner to murder”. 

 

“Vera Elizabeth Claythorne, that on the 11th day of August, 1935, you killed Cyril 

Ogilvie Hamilton.”26  

She was the nursery governess of the child Cyril Hamilton. At the same time, she was 

in love with Cyril’s Uncle Hugo. Cyril was to inherit a large sum of money, but if he 

died, Hugo, who at the time had no money, would inherit. They were on the beach when 

Cyril wanted to swim out to a rock. Vera therefore distracted Cyril’s mother and told 

Cyril to swim out to this rock, knowing that he would likely drown on his way. She 

then pretended to go after him knowing that she would arrive too late! Cyril drowned. 

She said to herself: “That was what murder was – as easy as that!” Only Hugo realised 

that Vera had wanted Cyril to drown, and he related to someone: “I’ve known a 

murderess – known her … you wouldn’t think a girl like that … take a kid out to sea 

and let it drown.”27  

Jewish Law: Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon (1135? - 1204), known as “Maimonides” or 

the “Rambam”, writes:28 If one person is able to save another person’s life but fails to 

do so, he transgresses the negative commandment “Do not stand idly by while your 

brother’s blood is at stake,”29 He then gives several examples, one of them being seeing 

a person drowning.30 It follows that one has to make a serious attempt to save the said 

person.  

Maimonides continues that even though there is no Beit Din punishment for 

transgressing this negative commandment, because it does not involve an overt act, but 

only covert inaction, it is still very serious.31 question asked is whether one has to 

endanger one’s own life to save a person, for example, from drowning. There are 

 
26 AC p.35 
27 AC pp.48, 62, 146-47, 154-55, 171-72, 181, 194 
28 Rambam rotzeach, chap.1 halachah 14 
29 Bible, Leviticus chap 19, verse 16 
30 Rambam rotzeach, chap.1 halachah 14 
31 Ibid., halachah 16 
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discussions between the Rabbinic authorities on this question. Some even forbid it,32 

while others hold that if there is a good chance that the rescue will be successful and 

both will live, then one should attempt it.33 There is also a warning that one should not 

be over cautious in this matter since the day may come when the unwilling rescuer is 

himself in need of rescuing and no-one is prepared to rescue him!34  

In a later chapter Maimonides writes that if one pushes a person into water and 

he is unable to get out and thus drowns, one is liable for murder. Conversely if he is 

able to get out of the water, the one who pushes him in will not be liable. Also, should 

one hold a person under water until he does not have the strength to get out and he 

therefore dies, the person holding him under the water is liable for murder even though 

he did not initially push him into the water.35  

Summing up: Had Vera Claythorne’s intention of swimming after Cyril been to rescue 

him from drowning, (especially as she apparently had to be rescued herself), it would 

have been praiseworthy. However, her intentions were the opposite, her actions were 

just to give an impression – she was planning not to reach him in time so that he would 

drown. She had in fact, premeditated his drowning. In the cases quoted of pushing a 

person into water or holding a person under water, there is physical contact with the 

person who drowns. In this case, the contact was verbal, namely, encouraging Cyril to 

swim to a rock, realising that he would likely drown on the way. Although her actions 

were still very serious and reprehensible, whether a Beit Din could punish her for 

murder is questionable. 

 

“Philip Lombard, that upon a date in February, 1932, you were guilty of the death 

of twenty-one men, members of an East African tribe.”36  

Lombard was lost in the bush in Africa with two of his friends and a group of 21 

tribesmen. They took what food there was and left the 21 tribesmen to die of 

starvation.37  

Jewish Law: The Talmud relates an incident of two people who were travelling on a 

journey (in a desert38), and just one of them had a pitcher of water. If the water were to 

be divided up between them, it would not be sufficient for either of them to continue 

living and they would both die, but if only one of them were to drink all the water, that 

person would reach civilization and live. Ben Patura said: “It is better that both of them 

drink and die, rather than one of them witness the death of the other.” This was until 

 
32 Rabbi Avi Zakutinsky, “Endangering oneself in order to save another person from mortal danger” 
    (paper in English brought out by Orthodox Union USA in 2019), (Internet) 
33 Rabbi Eliezer Melamad, “Saving Another’s Life”, (paper in English brought out by Arutz 7, Yeshiva,  
    The Torah world Gateway in 5761 – 2001), (Internet) 
34 Pitchei Teshuvah on SA CM chap.426, Pitchei Teshuvah para.2; Mishneh Berurah chap.329 para.19   
35 Rambam rotzeach, chap.3 halachah 9 
36 AC p.35 
37 AC pp.48-49 
38 Safra Debei Rav  - Torat Kohanim, (Jerusalem Israel, 5719-1959), parashat B’har, chap.6, para.3 
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Rabbi Akiva came and taught from a verse in the Torah: “Your brother shall live with 

you” – your life takes precedence over your fellow man’s life.39  

However, it must be stressed that this is only when the water belongs to one of 

the men. Should the one who does not have water snatch it from the one who does, and 

as a result cause his companion to die, he would be liable for a Heavenly punishment, 

since who says that his blood is redder than that of his companion,40 ( i.e. he feels he is 

more worthy of surviving than his companion). 

If the flask of water was joint property, then even Rabbi Akiva would agree with 

Ben Patura that one of them could not take it and let the other die, since no one has the 

right to assume that his blood is redder than his companion’s.41 Suppose that there was 

a group of 20 persons and there was only sufficient water for 15 of them, and 

accordingly 15 of the group took the water and left the remaining 5 to die. Had they not 

done so, all 20 would have died. Thus, by their action only 5 died instead of 20. What 

would the ruling be then?  

The question is may one kill a person or persons in order to save a greater 

number of people? This point was written about by Rabbi Avraham Yeshayahu Karelitz 

(1878-1953), known as the “Chazon Ish”: “A person sees an arrow on its way to kill a 

number of people; he is able to divert it to a different direction, such that only one 

person will be killed.... If he does nothing, many people will be killed, but this one 

individual will remain alive.... Since on the one hand, many persons will be killed, and 

on the other just a single person, it may be that one should strive to reduce the loss of 

life as much as possible.”42  

Summing up: The food did not belong just to Lombard and his two friends, but to 

everybody, and therefore even according to the view of Rabbi Akiva, Lombard and his 

friends had no right to take it and leave the tribesmen to die. The view of the Chazon 

Ish needs further consideration in this case, since 21 people were left to die to save just 

three – only a very small proportion and nowhere near a greater number. 

 

“John Gordon Macarthur, that on the 4th of January, 1917, you deliberately sent 

your wife’s lover, Arthur Richmond, to his death.”43  

When General Macarthur discovered that his wife was having an affair with Arthur 

Richmond who was one of his officers, he sent him on a reconnaissance, which only a 

miracle could have brought him through unhurt. That miracle did not happen and 

 
39 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Bava Metzia 62a 
40  Rabbi Betzalel ben Avraham Ashkenazi, Shita Mekubetzet on masechet Bava Metzia, (Jerusalem  
     Israel, 5712 – 1952), masechet Bava Metzia 62a 
41 Rabbi Shmuel Eliezer Idlash (Maharsha), Chidushei Agadot, (Frankfurt am Main, 5442 - 1682),  
    masechet Bava Metzia 62 
42 Rabbi Avraham Yeshayahu Karelitz, Chazon Ish, Choshen Mishpat, (Bnei Brak Israel, 5754 – 1994), 
    Sanhedrin, chap.25 
43 AC p.35 
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Richmond was killed. Macarthur admitted to an invitee to this island “I sent Richmond 

to his death. I suppose in a way it was murder.”44  

Jewish Law: The Biblical book of Samuel relates the incident of King David and 

Batsheva, in which David is involved in both murder and adultery. [Since the case of 

Macarthur only involves murer, only this aspect will now be discussed.]  

David saw Batsheva bathing and became enamored of her and therefore wanted 

to marry her. However, she was already married to Uriah. David therefore gave 

instructions to his Chief of Staff Yoav, to put Uriah, who had a high position in David’s 

army, in the front line of battle so that he would be killed. This was carried out, and 

David then married Batsheva.45  

The Talmud and the commentators on the Bible are amazed how a righteous 

person such as David could do such a thing, and there are differing opinions on this, 

some saying David was guilty of murder, whilst others try to find ways to show that it 

was not murder. 

The sources which absolve David of murder of Uriah give several reasons, 

which have also been questioned. Among them that Uriah was considered a rebel 

against the king and thus deserved the death penalty.46 However, the Talmud adds that 

David should not have taken the law into his own hands but had him brought before the 

Sanhedrin .47 Another reason for David’s non-accountability for Uriah’s death is that 

David did not directly harm Uriah but sent a messenger to do so, under the principle 

that if one sends a messenger to do a forbidden act, the messenger and not the sender is 

guilty.48 However, Rabbi David Kimchi (1160-1235), known as the RaDak49 questions 

this in this case since it was difficult to defy the king and thus sending Yoav as a 

messenger did not absolve David of guilt. 

Those who state that David was guilty of murder include the Talmud,50 

RaDak51, Rabbi Dan Yitzchak Abarbanel (1437-1508)52 and Rabbi Levi ben Gershon 

(1288-1344) known as the “RaLbaG”53  

Summing up: It would seem from the above sources that Macarthur was guilty of the 

murder of Richmond. Possibly if had sent a messenger to put Richmond in the front 

line, he would technically be not guilty of murder. Due to a guilty conscience, 

 
44 AC pp.48, 59, 90  
45 Bible, Samuel II, chap.11 
46 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Shabbat 56a and commentary of Rashi on this page beginning with  
    words “shehoyo lecha ledono” 
47 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Shabbat 56a 
48 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Kidushin 42b 
49 Rabbi David Kimchi (RaDak) on Bible Samuel II, chap.12 verse 9 
50 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Yoma 22b 
51 RaDak, op. cit. 
52 Rabbi Don Yitzchak Abarbanel, Peirush al Neviyim Rishonim (Commentary on the early Prophets), 
   (Leipzig, 5446–1686), Bible, Samuel II, chap.12, para.9 
53 Rabbi Levi ben Gershon (RaLbaG) on Bible, Samuel II, chap.12 para.7 
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Macarthur who was a regular Sunday church goer, refrained from going on the Sundays 

when the Biblical passage read was of David and Batsheva!54  

 

“Anthony James Marston, that upon the 14th day of November last, you were 

guilty of the murder of John and Lucy Combes.”55  

Marston was a reckless driver, who used to speed in his car on the roads and had had 

his license endorsed twice. He was also a heavy drinker. One day, he knocked down 

two children with his car killing them. He claimed they had rushed out of a cottage, and 

did not feel any responsibility for the lives he had taken. 56 

Jewish Law: Driving a car is like operating a dangerous weapon. It is an unfortunate 

fact that on occasions people are run over and killed by cars. One can divide such 

occurrences into three classes. The first is when the driver is acting recklessly, such as 

speeding or is drunk, and as a result kills someone. The second when the driver is 

driving properly and due to difficult conditions makes a mistake which results in a 

person being killed. The third class is a person who is driving carefully but, for example, 

a child runs in front of the car and is thus killed.57  

Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef (1920-2013) wrote a responsum on the subject describing 

a car as a very dangerous weapon which can easily injure and endanger lives. Should a 

driver not drive carefully, and as a result kills someone, his actions would be criminal 

and he would be considered as a near-intentional murderer. Quoting from the Talmud, 

Rabbi Yosef compares a speeding driver who kills someone, with a person who whilst 

throwing a stone into public property happens to kill someone. In such a case, the stone 

thrower would be considered an intentional murderer.58 As for the case of a child 

running in front of a car, he holds that the driver cannot be blamed.59 Rabbi Yosef does 

not directly mention the second case, but he would probably class it as accidental.60  

However, Rabbi Shmuel Yudelowitz, (1907-1979) who was on the staff of two 

Rabbinic Colleges in Jerusalem, has an entirely different answer. He holds that 

generally a driver is not liable for killing someone in an accident. According to his 

reasoning a car goes forward and the driver merely modulates the gas with his foot on 

the pedal. If a person enters the car’s path a driver is obligated to save that potential 

victim by stopping or diverting the path of the car. However, even if the driver were to 

intentionally let the car hit the person, the driver is only guilty of failing to save him 

 
54 AC p.60 
55 AC p.35  
56 AC pp. 14, 49, 53, 186, 194  
57 “Vehicular Homicide in Jewish Law”, (paper in English published by The Jewish Vues on 21 June  
     2019), (internet) 
58 Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, Yechaveh Da’at  vol.5, (Jerusalem Israel, 5743–1983), chap.16; Babylonian  
    Talmud, masechet Makot 8a 
59 Yechaveh Da’at, op.cit. 
60 Vehicular Homicide, op.cit. 
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and not of killing him.61 Rabbi Yudelowitz does not state that the driver is driving 

recklessly,  

Summing up: Marsdon claimed that the children he had killed had run in front of his 

car. In such a case if he had been driving carefully and within the speed limit, he would 

not be guilty, However, he loved to drive at even “eighty miles an hour” [129 kilometres 

an hour] and would comment “The amount of cars crawling about the roads is 

frightful…Pretty hopeless driving in England”62 and he would also drink whilst on the 

road,63 making it very probable that he was speeding and possibly even drinking when 

he killed the two children with his car. This of course would make his actions criminal 

and he would be liable for a spell in jail. All this accords with the responsum of Rabbi 

Ovadiah Yosef who would describe it as “near-intentional murder.” 

 

“Thomas Rogers and Ethel Rogers, that on the 6th of May, 1929, you brought 

about the death of Jennifer Brady.”64  

The Rogers were a couple looking after an old lady called Miss Brady, who was in poor 

health, and who had planned for them to receive a very substantial legacy on her death. 

She died suddenly. The cause of death was, that they deliberately withheld giving her 

one of her life saving medications.65  

Jewish Law: The Torah writes: “Stand up in the presence of the aged, show respect 

for the elderly,”66 namely, the Torah gives reverence to persons over the age of 70. 

With increasing age, there are usually increasing health problems and very often the 

elderly person is prescribed a number of pills to take at regular intervals. Errors can 

sometimes occur causing the ill patient to take the wrong pills, forget to take them or 

take them more often than prescribed. 

There is a large body of material in Jewish law regarding the various errors 

which a medical doctor can make, including discussions regarding accidents or 

negligence of a doctor which can sometimes result in a patient dying. The punishment, 

if any, would depend on the circumstances – accidental, negligent, etc. 67  

A doctor cannot be with a patient 24 hours a day and he must therefore give 

instructions to a non-medical person, such as a helper, regarding the giving of medicines 

to the patient. Should a helper make an accidental mistake regarding the medication, 

and the patient as a consequence die, it would be regarded as onus (forces beyond the 

helper’s control) and the helper would be exempt from both Earthly and Heavenly 

 
61 Noam - yearbook (in Hebrew) for clarifying problems in Jewish Law, vol.10, (Machon Torah  
    Sheleimah: Jerusalem Israel, 5727–1967), p.41, para.19; Vehicular Homicide, op. cit. 
62 AC pp.14-15 
63 AC p.15 
64 AC p.36  
65 AC pp.50, 79, 185, 193 
66 Bible, Leviticus chap.19 verse 32 
67 “Rashlanut Refuit” (Medical negligence), (paper in Hebrew), (Internet) 
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punishment.68 Needless to say, this refers to an accidental mistake and not one 

deliberately made, as by withholding an essential medicine in order that the patient die.  

In the case of direct murder, a Beit Din was able to give the appropriate 

punishment stated in the Torah. If the killing is only gerama (indirect), punishment is 

Heavenly.69  

However, today, in certain very limited circumstances, should a Beit Din of 

three (situated anywhere in the world70) see that a nation (or even an individual71) is 

engulfed by sin, they can according to the Shulchan Aruch, judge both life and death 

matters and monetary matters, and they have the power (in theory!) to give all manner 

of punishments, such as putting a person to death, or sentencing a person to lashes.72  

Summing up: The Rogers’ actions in killing Miss Brady were in Rabbinic Law gerama 

(indirect) and therefore their punishment would only be Heavenly. However, even 

today, in theory, a Beit Din could be set up to try Thomas and Ethel Rogers for murder, 

and give them their due punishment. It would seem almost certain that the Rogers 

realized that they were guilty of the death of Miss Brady, and had it continually on their 

consciences, since their immediate reaction on hearing the recording, was Thomas 

Rogers’ dropping the coffee tray he was holding and Ethel’s fainting!73 

 

“Lawrence John Wargrave, that upon the 10th day of June, 1930, you were guilty 

of the murder of Edward Seton.”74  

Judge Wargrave was accused of unjustly condemning Edward Seaton to death for 

murdering a woman, and thus causing Seton to be hanged. The trial was held before a 

jury, and it seems that prior to Wargrave’s summing up, the jury would have found 

Seton not guilty. However, it is obvious that before hearing all the evidence Wargrave 

had already decided on Seton’s guilt since the judge recollected how he had been 

“tabulating every scrap of evidence that told against” Seton. Thus when Wargrave came 

to his summing up, he was vindictive and convinced the jury to return a guilty verdict 

which they did.75  

Jewish Law: One of the seven Noachide laws76 is the setting up of a Court system and 

today this is universal. The Jewish Law parallel of a secular Court of Law, is a Beit Din, 

and the Rabbinic judges are known as Dayanim. In earlier days they would hear even 

capital cases which required a Beit Din of twenty-three Dayanim, and there were 

 
68 Rabbi Yaacov Ettlinger, Binyan Tzion, (Altona, 5628 -1868), responsum no.111 
69 Rambam rotzeach, chap.2, halachot 1-2 
70 Rabbi Yehoshua Falk Katz (Sma) author of Meirat Einayi on Shulchan Aruch Choshen Mishpat 
    [henceforth SA CM], Meirot Einayim chap.2 para.1 
71 Ibid., para.3 
72 SA CM chap.2 
73 AC p.36 
74 AC p.36   
75 AC pp.47 57-58, 185  
76 Rambam, sefer Shoftim, hilchot melachim, chap.9 halachah 1    
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numerous conditions which had to be observed before a person could be pronounced 

guilty of a capital crime.77 Today, the Batei Din hear a whole variety of cases, which 

include marital and financial disputes. Unlike many countries, a Beit Din does not have 

a jury, and the cases are decided by a panel of three Dayanim.78 In Jewish Law there is 

no court of appeal, although the original court will rehear a case if there is new 

evidence.79 The Shulchan Aruch has a long chapter dealing with the procedures for 

conducting cases before a Beit Din.80 For example, both sides must be treated equally; 

one side is not permitted to speak without limit if the other side is limited; the Dayanim 

should not speak gently to one party and harshly to the other; one side should not stand 

whilst the other side is sitting.81  

Unfortunately, every legal system has its black sheep and already 500 years ago, 

Rabbi Yehudah Loew (1512? – 1609) known as the “Maharal of Prague”82 wrote that 

there are Dayanim who would hear just one side of a dispute in the absence of the 

second side and would then write their decision. This is a serious breach of Torah law 

and the Maharal had very strong words against such Dayanim. 

Summing up: It is forbidden for a judge to come to a decision until he has heard all the 

evidence. However, in the Seton case, from the outset Justice Wargrave decided the 

guilt of the accused. He listed all the evidence against Seton and when he made his final 

summing up it was to ensure that the jury would decide that Seton was guilty of murder 

and was duly hanged. This is similar to the behavior of the Dayanim that the Maharal 

condemned 500 years ago.  

  

Conclusion: Only on reading the “Epilogue” and “A manuscript 

document” of the book does one learn who killed these ten people on the 

island.83 However, on reflection, there is some logic to it. 

  

 
77 Steven H. Resnicoff, “Extraordinary Sources of Jewish Law: the Example of Capital Punishment”, 
    chap 8, pp.90-91, (paper in English published by Social Science Research Network (SSRN) in2012) 
78 Babylonian Talmud, masechet Sanhedrin 2a 
79 SA CM chap.20 para.1 
80 SA CM chap.17 
81 SA CM chap.17 para.1 
82 Rabbi Yehudah Loew ben Betzalel (Maharal of Prague), Netivot Olam, part 1, (Jerusalem Israel,  
   5721 – 1961), Netiv Hadin, chap.2, p.193 
83 AC pp.182-201 
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GLOSSARY 

Barmitzvah  When a Jewish boy reaches his adulthood at age 13 

Beit Din (plural: Batei Din)  Rabbinical Court(s) 

Dayanim  Judges in a Rabbinical Court 

Duchan(ing)  The ceremony of the kohanim blessing the congregation in the  

                       Synagogue 

Evel Rabati   One of the minor volumes of the Talmud, dealing with the laws of 

                       death and mourning   

Kohanim  Descendants of the Biblical Aaron - even today they have special duties  

                (such as duchaning)   

Masechtot Ketanot  The Minor volumes of the Talmud    

Minchah  Daily Afternoon service 

Sanhedrin  The Rabbinic Supreme Court during Temple times in Jerusalem two 

                   thousand years ago 

Shulchan Aruch  Code of Jewish Law written about 500 years ago 

Talmud  Primary source of Jewish religious law – it comprises 63 volumes and it was 

              written in Babylon about 1,500 years ago 

Talmud Yerushalmi  The edition of the Talmud which was written in Jerusalem about   

                                  1,600 years ago 

Talmudic tractate Teruma  A volume of the Talmud 

Torah  Pentateuch – Five books of Moses 

Tosefta  A supplement to the Talmud 

 

. 
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APPENDIX   

Very brief comments on the murders in the light of Secular Law of various countries. 

Dr Armstrong: There have been a number of cases reported where the doctor showed up drunk 

and as a result caused physical damage to the patients.  In France in 2014, a drunken doctor 

killed an expectant mother during a case of childbirth.  He was charged with aggravated 

manslaughter and faced five years in jail. 

Emily Brent: In Missouri USA, a manager was charged with second degree involuntary 

manslaughter because she had acted cruelly towards a 17-year-old boy she supervised, who 

then committed suicide. A question which has been asked is if a boy commits suicide as a result 

of the bullying he receives in school, whether the bullies can be prosecuted. 

William Blore: Committing perjury can easily lead to a miscarriage of justice resulting in an 

innocent person ending up in jail. In Queensland Australia, it is punishable by up to life 

imprisonment.  In countries which still have the death penalty somebody committing perjury, 

which causes the wrongful execution of a person, could himself receive the death sentence. 

Vera Claythorne: An individual’s intentionally committing acts of negligence, with the full 

knowledge that the consequences of the act pose a risk to the health and safety of others, for 

example, resulting in a person drowning, could sometimes result in a criminal court conviction.   

Philip Lombard: In 1841, a ship on the high seas began to sink and there was not enough room 

on the emergency boat for everybody. The first mate therefore gave instructions to cast some 

of the passengers overboard, where as a result they drowned. The first mate was subsequently 

put on trial and sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour. Had he chosen the people to be 

cast overboard by lot and not by his personal decision, he would probably not have been put on 

trial. 

General Macarthur: Is a commander legally allowed to order a soldier or subordinate to his 

death? In war, there are situations where a soldier is sent on a mission with little chance of 

survival. The commander has the authority to order a subordinate accordingly, and refusal to 

obey such commands can result in being court marshalled and in wartime even being given the 

death penalty. However, it is illegal for a commander to use war as a means of killing somebody 

he wants dead by sending him on such a mission.   

Anthony Marston: There are numerous factors to consider when a person is killed in an 

automobile accident, which include speeding, drunkenness, reckless driving and the use of a 

cell phone. Any of these things can result in the driver’s receiving a prison sentence.  

Thomas and Ethel Rogers: Elder abuse includes harm inflicted upon an elderly person by 

people who are directly responsible for the elder’s care. Criminal negligence is when one shows 

disregard for human life, such as by withholding necessary medications so that the elder’s life 

is endangered. 

Judge Wargrave: In 1952, Derek Bentley aged 19, went together with Christopher Craig, a 

16-year-old, to commit a robbery. In the course of this robbery, Craig shot and killed a Police 

Constable. In the case made against them, Judge Godard who was the Lord Chief Justice, was 

blatantly prejudiced against the accused and he misdirected the jury. The jury ruled guilty, and 

despite their recommendation for leniency, Judge Godard sentenced Bentley to death which 

was carried out – Craig was too young to receive the death sentence. Over 45 years later, the 

case was reviewed by the Appeal Court Judge Lord Bingham who stated that Judge Godard 

had denied Bentley a fair trial, and the conviction against Bentley was quashed.   
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